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Duke Samael’s World is a dry and barren planet, filled with intense class divides and staggering disparities
in both the wealth and status of its residents. It is a place where the poor struggle under a blazing sun to make
their livings whilst the rich fritter away their days with drink and high-societal balls. A matriarchy of proud
women where only two things are truly held in high esteem; good genes and fine family breeding.

It is in this arid land that Hiram Laekus finds himself penniless and disenfranchised. Once of a grand and
noble family, everything has been stripped from him. Firmly settled into a morose cycle of drinking, whoring
and sleeping Hiram seems content to dream of escaping the dry heat of his home. To flee upon one of the
gleaming spaceships soaring from the local star port and leave the sand and dust behind.

However his matron has other plans in mind for Hiram. In order to restore honour to the family name and
coin to their bank accounts a deal is struck between the Laekus clan and the powerful Vladislows. A trade
involving the one final asset that the Laekus’s have remaining.

In a reversal of the norm, it’s Hiram himself who is up for grabs and the nobleman is thrown into a marriage
he has no desire for, nor belief in!

This 24,000 word sci-fi novella contains forced marriage (of a man!), themes of domination, deflowering,
roughness, oral and anal sex as well as romance and pregnancy. It won’t always be a gentle ride, but will
Hiram’s bitterness fall in the wake of human emotion? Read and find out!

***

Excerpt:

Hiram dug his fingers into her neck and twisted it to one side, allowing the woman to breathe but also to hear
and see what he intended to do. He was hurting her, Hiram could see it in her flushed freckled face, yet she
said not a word. She endured the pain even as her skin bruised beneath his fingers.

He smiled at her and it wasn’t a pleasant one either. Hiram’s face was filled with inebriated malice. His free
hand reached down and gave Deborah’s upturned cheek a sharp little slap. She made a harsh sound as she
sucked in air through her teeth and squeezed her eyes shut. Deborah looked afraid and was panting with
short, pinched little gasps. That was good, he wanted her to fear the reality of what she wanted from him.

Hiram leaned in and brought his face back to hers.

‘Do you still believe in everything your precious Pasha has to say? That I’m nothing more than a piece of
meat? Breeding stock for your better than thou family. That the only purpose of our relationship is to carry
on your family’s good name and social standing? That I should be bound to your home and to do as you
please, when you please?’ asked Hiram dangerously. ‘Answer quickly…’

‘Yes.’ whimpered Deborah. ‘That is why we are wed. That is why you are here, to give me the life I was
born to have.’



‘Thought as much.’ concluded Hiram.
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From reader reviews:

Jane Cuellar:

Do you have favorite book? If you have, what is your favorite's book? Book is very important thing for us to
know everything in the world. Each book has different aim or goal; it means that reserve has different type.
Some people sense enjoy to spend their a chance to read a book. They can be reading whatever they take
because their hobby is definitely reading a book. Why not the person who don't like reading a book?
Sometime, person feel need book once they found difficult problem as well as exercise. Well, probably you'll
have this A Perfect Arrangement.

Anita Pfeifer:

Reading a guide tends to be new life style on this era globalization. With examining you can get a lot of
information that will give you benefit in your life. Along with book everyone in this world can share their
idea. Ebooks can also inspire a lot of people. Plenty of author can inspire their very own reader with their
story as well as their experience. Not only situation that share in the ebooks. But also they write about the
data about something that you need example of this. How to get the good score toefl, or how to teach your
children, there are many kinds of book which exist now. The authors these days always try to improve their
ability in writing, they also doing some exploration before they write to their book. One of them is this A
Perfect Arrangement.

Livia Wilder:

It is possible to spend your free time to see this book this guide. This A Perfect Arrangement is simple to
deliver you can read it in the park, in the beach, train in addition to soon. If you did not include much space
to bring often the printed book, you can buy the e-book. It is make you much easier to read it. You can save
typically the book in your smart phone. Consequently there are a lot of benefits that you will get when you
buy this book.

Mark Smith:

That book can make you to feel relax. This particular book A Perfect Arrangement was bright colored and of
course has pictures around. As we know that book A Perfect Arrangement has many kinds or genre. Start
from kids until young adults. For example Naruto or Private investigator Conan you can read and think that
you are the character on there. So , not at all of book are usually make you bored, any it makes you feel
happy, fun and relax. Try to choose the best book for you and try to like reading which.
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